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Protecting our Privacy

By: Denise Fuimaono
Today, we have the issue of being traced
and lacking privacy in our
lives. Cell phones, iPods,
Facebook, computers, GPS—
EVERYTHING basically
has a form of tracking,
which takes away from the
anonymity we could have
and rightfully deserve.
Nowadays, police, especially, are going
around the law and planting GPS devices or
hidden cameras to catch criminals. Although
arresting criminals is good for the well-being
of others, this surveillance is a violation of
our rights as people. The Fourth Amendment
forbids unreasonable searches and seizures
of “persons, houses, papers and effects.” It is
immoral for the law to walk into your home
for no reason. We should be protected from
unreasonable searches and seizures because that
would allow police to invade our homes and
privacy without reason. Our siblings could be
sleeping, and the police can just come in and
search our homes because they think someone
is a criminal? During invasions, police will turn
your furniture upside down, throw everything

Continues on page 7..

Moving on to
Greater Things

By Briana Washington and Derek Stewart II
For the past 3 years the Cabrillo High
School football team has had a record of 3-27.
However the new head Coach Jason Brown and
his coaching staff has managed to turn around
our loosing streak with a Moore League record
of 3-1, and an overall season record of 7-3.
The team’s hard work has definitely paid off.
(Cabrillo’s football team hasn’t made it to the
playoffs since 2004), but this year they finally
made it. The teams’ key players have carried their
team on their backs in this 2011-2012 season.
With their star quarterback Derek
Stewart II (#5), the teams’ offense has been able
to average 29 points a game. Stewart’s stats

Continues on page 3..

A Dream Come True
By: Oscar Espindola

As of January 1, 2013 all undocumented
students residing in California will have the
same opportunity at education as every other
documented student in the United States. On
October 8, 2011 California Governor Jerry Brown
signed bills AB130 and AB131 also known as the
Dream Act. After the protests that many students
were involved in nationwide, which were ignored
by Congress, the state of California passed the
Dream Act as a state law seeing that the federal
government would not pass it as a federal law.
The Dream Act is estimated to help over 2,500
undocumented students in California receive
Cal Grants and other forms of financial aid.
Many people, especially Republicans,
have judged California Governor Jerry Brown
for the passing of this new law stating that
“it’s unfair”. How can providing someone with
equality be “unfair”? Republicans think that if
you weren’t born in this “oh so great nation”
you should be denied the right to have the same
kind of education as an American born child.
Why they would think that makes no sense other
than the fact that they happen to be racist whites
who feel superior to every other kind or race,
ethnicity and culture in the world. Let’s not
forget that this nation was founded and created
by “illegal immigration,” of Europeans who did
not get permission from the Native Americans to
come over here. Why was illegal immigration ok
when the Europeans did it but not ok now when
other people from other parts of the world want
to do it? There is, as you can see, hypocrisy on
the part of those that say that this law is “unfair”
because when the first settlers came to North
America they did nothing to try and live the way
the Native Americans did, on the contrary the
did everything in their power to murder them,
and steal their land yet that has never been called
“unfair” by Republicans. Wasn’t this country
supposedly founded on equality? If so then why

Continues on page 5..
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Corrupt Cops

by

Anyssa

Steine

Do police officers today
have it easier than the people,
do? Should having a certain
title give them a right to do
almost anything they please?
Of course not, although crooked
cops are making it seem that
way. Certain people who are
cops in this world are given
an opportunity that many of
us wish to have. Yet they go
and abuse all the power they
are given. The recent stories
of
police
violence
shows
that crooked cops should be
sentenced to the same amount
of jail time regular criminals
get. In my opinion, more if
necessary. Why more? Mainly
because the so called people
we are supposed to depend
on for help and safety can
turn out to be the worst.
So should you, yes you,
get life in prison for murder
while a cop committed the same
crime, but only gets a slap
on the wrist? Unfair correct?
Wait a second; you may be
thinking “why should I get
life while he/she only gets
a warning”? Easy, because he/
she has a title, of a police
officer and he/she has rights
we don’t. Now I’m not saying
we should get away scot free
for committing a crime. If you
can’t do the time, don’t do
the crime right? Although, why
should cops be let off so easy?
I can not say I know, but maybe
a few recent conspiracies may
be able to open your eyes.
July 5th 2011, an ordinary
Wednesday just a day after
celebrating one of the greatest
days in history, a mans luck
has taken a turn for the
worst. Kelly Thomas, a 37 year
old homeless man who happens
to be schizophrenic; living
on the streets of Fullerton
California. Minding his own
business when Boom! He is
attacked and murdered by two on
duty police officers. Witnesses
claim Kelly was pleading for
his life saying “I’m sorry, I
cant breathe, Help, Dad, & All
to no avail”. Cries for help,
but the beating continues. The
man responsible is known as
Manuel Ramos. Thomas Watkins

Continues on page 6..
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Beauty: In the Eyes of
the Beholder

by Anne Geleen Gordula

Society creates a big impact on how the world
should view women and men in terms of
physical appearance. Many commercials and
advertisements portray people who are skinny
and beautiful or lean and muscular. People
assume that they are the
perfect models of the
way how one should
appear. But are they?
These factors affect
the thinking of many
teenagers which also
influences them to
change certain things
about themselves.
Individuals go through
puberty and become
more aware of these
changes. Others struggle
with this because these
changes make them want
to feel accepted, which makes it unavoidable to
not compare themselves to other people. It’s not
a good idea to compare yourself to the people
around you because everyone is different in
their own way. If you see things in other people
that you don’t have, you might just get upset;
on the other hand, if you have what others lack,
you might get bigheaded. Everybody will have
certain features that you may not have and it’s
okay. Sometimes you just have to deal with
what you have and have some pride in it.
It is common among teenagers to have the need
to alter many things about themselves regarding

Relationships at School

by Eyleen Trochez

The long hours at school can sometimes
be amusing, but being a student can also be
tough and stressful. Students need to divide
their own personal time wisely in order to have
time to do homework as well
as attend events. Relations at
school could be a distraction
and could lead students to the
wrong situations. With the
amount of students making the
poor choices and having to drop
out of high school, relationships
during school hours should be
avoided. Why should students
worry about boyfriend and
girlfriend drama? They should
not have to deal with this
situation at a young age.
Having a boyfriend/
girlfriend could lead you to
trouble and to the wrong path;
however everyone has the right
to make their own decisions.
Relationships at school for some
individuals can be repulsive and inadequate.
Relationships could lead students out of their
desire to do well in school. Many students
decide to skip classes to spend time with their
boyfriend/girlfriend, others decide to skip
school to ditch the whole day rather than go to
school. This affects students in every aspect of
their life. If a student doesn’t go to school they
will have no clue of what was taught in class,
they will not have the class work and their
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their appearance. Others go to extremes just
to feel good about themselves; some may cut
down their food intake, some may work twice
as hard to build muscle, and others would
just cake their face with thick make-up. At
times, all you need to do is change how you
view yourself and look at the positive things
instead of starving yourself to get slim or
burning your body out just to build biceps. It’s
just the matter of respecting your body and
appreciating the things you have
because you may be more fortunate
than others.
Appreciating and knowing your
strengths can be your greatest asset.
Why focus on the negative things,
if you know that you have positive
traits you can take pride in. It’s all
about knowing what you have and
recognizing
that you
have good
attributes that
can optimize
your features
inside and out.
Personality for example
is an aspect of beauty. Of
course, everybody has
their own personality;
this can either be one’s
weakness or strength.
One can be extremely
pretty but rude and
arrogant. What’s the
use of your beauty if
you don’t know how to
treat people well? On
the other hand, you may
grade would be affected.
If your boyfriend/girlfriend asks you to ditch it
is not because they love you, it just shows how
they don’t care about your future and about you
succeeding in life.
Every student should take advantage of
the opportunity that they have been given; every

one has the opportunity to go to school for
free so they could be someone important in the
future. They shouldn’t abuse their time focusing
in anything else other than studying and getting
good grades in school. The greatest thing a
student could do is to remain single to be away
from relationships jealousy and commitment.
Teenagers do things without thinking about the
consequences and many of them later regret
what they have done.

lack the beauty but have an awesome likeable
personality. Of course, if that was me, I’d rather
pick the person who is likable and friendly
rather than admiring someone pretty but
impolite. See the difference?
It’s a fact that many people will judge others
through their appearance; sometimes, it just
stops there. All sorts of assumptions are made
just by looking at they way people appear, or
how they dress or the way they fix their hair
or even the way they write or talk. But do they
ever try to get to know the person? Are looks
the only thing that matters? Not everybody can
measure up to the modern day standards of
physical attractiveness, but this doesn’t mean
they can’t belong in the crowd and also be seen
as someone beautiful or handsome.
People should realize that beauty is more than
the physical appearance. Someone shouldn’t
try so hard to fit in because
some where some how, you
will be accepted for who you
are. It’s best to be natural
rather than to give in and
fall to what society dictates.
No one should ever feel bad
about themselves because
deep inside there will always
be something wonderful
about you that will make you
stand out. You have to see the
positive things in yourself
and be happy about it. You
don’t need to be perfect, you
just have to feel that you’re
perfect in your own little way
and that someone will always
value your worth and love
you just the way you are.
Students should be able
to make sacrifices, and should put all their effort
in school without having to fall behind. Some
teenagers are not mature enough to handle both
school and a relationship, and those students
should sacrifice for what is best for them,
many teenagers can’t handle more than one
responsibility. Education is
the key to success in life, and
will incline everyone to have a
better future. Even though for
many teachers and principals,
student relationships during
school hours don’t matter
to them, the students should
start making a difference and
should be able to separate
relationships from school.
There is time for everything,
time to hang out, time to go
out, and time for school work.
If people are going to be in
relationships, couples should
spend time together to study
and do their school work.
Overall relationships
during school time are very
time consuming and complicated but students
need to be responsible. Students should not
mess up in school for any reason; every
student should stay away from things that
will lead them to trouble. Whenever they are
spending time with their boyfriend/girlfriend
they shouldn’t forget about everything else,
they shouldn’t forget about education which is
important and vital for everyone’s future.
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Cabrillo Football

...continued from page 1
include 140/216 completions for
2003 yards and 17 touchdowns.
However Derek can’t do it alone,
he depends on his running back
Darren Johnson (#24), who has
57 rushing attempts for 581
rushing yards for 6 touchdowns,
and his wide receiver De’Andre
Gardner (#6) with 28 receptions
for 444 receiving yards and
6 touchdowns, and receiver
Laron Barnes (#2) with 27
receptions for 450 yards and 4
touchdowns, to help lead the
offense. Defense has also done
a great job, with key players
including Ricky Carrigan (#1)
who has 4 interceptions, Justice

Three Biggest Causes of
Teenage Deaths
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Faaiu (#16) who has 94 total tackles this season, all the determination and success the team
and Joshua Thomas (#7) with 85 total tackles has along with the demand for respect from
and the most sacks with 13 this season. With their peers, it’s obvious that their community
has began to have faith in their
local high school football team.
The teams coaching staff, peers,
and parents have nothing but
positive comments and feedback
for their new team. Fans and
students are nothing but happy
and ecstatic to be at a Friday
night football game. Faith Hicks
(senior) has said she feels that
the football team has exceeded
the expectations she and her
friends had, and that she’s glad to
have been a witness to Cabrillo
making it to the Moore League
championships for the first time in
their history.

three. Some may
also recognize that
suicide is used
by Amber Summerville
when dealing with
certain situations
Teenagers in America are dying,
like: bullying, being
some maybe from drugs others playing
gay and being in an
suicidal games or just doing something
abusive relationship. There’s something
completely stupid, but the three main
similar that these three share in common;
reasons for teenage deaths that occur in
they each have what one would call in this
America, are car accidents, suicides and
situation an accomplice. An accomplice is
homicides (although drugs and alcohol
someone who has a hand in letting another
were connected to some of these). There is person take their own life because they
a reason behind how and why these are our were the main reason of the cause anyway.
top three.
Boys and girls are different in a lot of
Accidents (car accidents) are
ways, even when it comes to suicide. Girls
number one on the list of teenage deaths.
go for the simple cut wrist while the boys
Teenagers
choose a
deaths in cars
more gory
in America
way.
each year are
For
around 5,000.
the last
The number
of the top
of injuries are
three is teen
about 400,000.
homicides.
The lack of
Homicides
attention and
of teenagers
care while on
are real big
the road is often
in America.
the reasons
The CDC
for these
(Center for
deaths. Lack
Disease
of attention
Control)
involving
states
phones (texting)
that everyday fifteen teenagers are killed.
and not paying attention to the speed limit, Eighty percent of these are killed with a
and the lack of care by other drivers who
gun. 750,000 teens a year are treated for
drive drunk are why 5,000 teenagers a year violence related injuries. Eighty percent
are dying. “Star News Online” published
of the 750,000 were due to gang related
an article addressing a law that was passed problems. The leading group suffering
for teenagers explaining teenagers were not these deaths are black people, mostly male.
allowed to drive with other teens in their
Some can be innocent people who were at
age group. People expected this law to be
the wrong place at the wrong time, while
a good way to improve safety by taking
others occurred through abuse by a parent
away the main distractions to a young
or marriage partner.
driver. Instead it only delayed the deaths
Teen deaths are overwhelming in
to when they were eighteen years of age— America. Deaths occur everyday, and
showing that it’s not age, it is the need to
it’s not just one single thing, or situation.
learn how to ignore distractions.
Teen deaths can happen from drugs, HIV,
The second top deaths of teenagers suffocation and lots of other dangerous
are suicides. The yearly rate of teenage
problems. Basically saying there is a lot of
deaths committed by suicide is 10.7 out
things out there that can kill you. And to be
of 10,000. Now most people would kind
able to prevent it you must be responsible
of figure that suicide would be in the top
for your life.

Continued from page 16...
to reduce the problem of teenage pregnancy is to

practice safe sex. Something the school could do is
keep health a requirement.
What does not help are the shows that seem to
glorify sex as well as teen pregnancy such as A Secret
Life of an American teenager, Teen Mom, Teen Dad.
The Secret Life of an American Teenager is about a
girl named Amy Juergens who is in her school band
and while at band camp has sex with a boy she barely
knows that also goes to her school and she finds out
she is pregnant and the series goes on to have her give
birth and possible get married all while still going to
school the show just finished its 4th season. Teen Mom
and Teen Dad take real teens and show how there
life is with a baby it shows arguments, problems, but
it shows mostly the family getting along and being
happy. Teen Mom just finished its third season were as
Teen Dad is still in talks and is likely it won’t be made.
Supposedly these shows were to get teens
away from teenage pregnancy. Some teens didn’t see it
that way—they saw it as romantic. It says on fast facts
that as of October of 2010 that 82% of the peopled
polled think that the show 16 and pregnant helps teens
understand the challenges of being a teen mom, while
only 15% felt that it glamorizes teenage motherhood.
So why can’t we have more shows like 16 and
pregnant? The TV show was only in its second season
as of 2010 and already had 3.4 million viewers when
season two aired. The numbers are startling. Why is it
that so many teens are watching this show? It’s because
it shows what
life could
be like but
unfortunately
all they see is
the positives.
The
teens that are
watching shows
like Teen Mom are not thinking about the fact that if
you have sex there is a strong likelihood you will end
up pregnant. Those who get pregnant most of them
give up there baby for adoption or drop out of school
or beg their parents too take care of the baby for them.
If you ask some adults like some of our
parents for example they sometimes say our generation
is the worst when it comes to teenage pregnancy. So
if we want to change their minds, how about we stop
taking examples from TV shows and start living our
lives like adults—think about our future first, then act.
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Journalism

by Ferlyn Mabanglo
As freedom of speech increases in
public blogging sites, the access to news has
gotten that
much easier.
While some
people are
voicing their
opinions or
typing their
thoughts
on a blog,
others are
writing it in
a newspaper
for a living.
Jobs in the
field of
journalism
are definitely obtainable but it’s more
competitive to land one in today’s day and age.
According to the American Society of News
Editors’ website, American daily newspapers
lost 5,200 jobs in 2009 through buyouts or
layoffs. Local colleges in California that offer
journalism majors include California Sate
University of Long Beach and University of
California of Los Angeles. The enrollment in
journalism has dropped a little less than one
hundred. According to the Enrollment at the
Mu School of journalism, Associate Dean Brian
Brooks states that an average class consists of
950-1,000 students.
It’s not that the traditional way of
delivering news isn’t useful nowadays, or that
news on that can be found on the internet is
major competition to those that can be found
on a local newspaper. It can be seen as new
opportunities for people with the goal of having
a job in that particular industry, but one must
realize that the amount of layoffs in 2009 and
2010 was more than 1,000. The LA times has
been a top contributor in today’s media, thanks
to the people that work behind the scenes to
create the paper itself. According to The Wrap
article, Tim Rutten, a former reporter and editor
was layed off this year. A man who has been
working for 40 years, is now gone. He, along
with a thousand other workers, is now jobless.
Journalism can still be looked at as a
career, but with the rate of its business today,
one will have to be determined and unafraid
to face
rejection.
Perhaps
sometime in
the future,
journalism
will change
to better
suit the
media in
terms of
applying
more
news on the
internet than paper. The amount of workers
that have been laid off is rather scary, but
there are many alternatives in finding a job
with a journalism major. If one can master the
elements of the subject, one can definitely still
put their work out there. Take wordpress and
blogspot sites for example, even tumblr, to
showcase work. Because even as jobs end, that
opens new beginnings for people in the world
of journalism.
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Cyberbullying

..Continued from page 16

to many things including anxiety,
depression, and even suicide. Not
to mention, once you put something
online it doesn’t go away. There are
many laws against cyber bullying
but one that is specific to California
is law AB746 which was signed into
law in July of 201. This law states
that student’s behavior on social
networking sites could be grounds for
a suspension or expulsion depending
on the type of bullying occurring
by said student. Laws like this one
are still pending at the Federal
level. There are many campaigns
against cyber bullying such as http://
www.stopcyberbullying.org, http://
www.ncpc.org/cyberbullying,
no bull campaign, http://www.
meganmeierfoundation.org/, http://
www.wiredsafety.org. For those
who have died, a lot of the people
involved could and have been

Teen Pregnancy
by Teresa Hernandez
Did you know that 3 in 10 teen girls
in the U.S will get pregnant at least once
before age 20? Well that’s about 745,000
teen pregnancies each year as estimated.
The children of teen mothers are more
likely to have lower school achievement
and drop out of high school or even have
health problems themselves.
An extreme example is Frayser High
School in
Memphis,
Tennessee.
86 students
are pregnant
or have been
given birth in
the last year.
Frayser High
School has
978 students
which 508
are girls—
which
amounts
to one in six. The statistics came out
as the city planned an initiative to fight
teen pregnancy in their community with
a nonprofit organization called Girls Inc.,
which teaches girls about pregnancy
prevention.
Teen pregnancy is one of the most
difficult experiences at a young age. Many
females think its okay to be pregnant
at a young age but don’t really look at
their future and what’s going to hold for

charged with at least something to
do with the death such as murder or
manslaughter. It’s hard to really talk
about cyber bullying to parents or

other adults because they
don’t necessarily know or
understand the problem as
well because it is so new.
The best option is to talk
about to an adult explain the
problem and seek help there
is no reason to combat this
problem alone. If you know
someone or you, yourself
have been effected by cyber
bullying I urge you to talk
to someone and report it.
them. Many teen girls might
think no one can help, or they might be
embarrassed to search for help, but it’s
actually safer for people to be aware
and find out ways that they can get help.
There’s many people you can ask for help
or get help from like school councilor,
teachers, and friends maybe even the
internet. Heres some websites that might
help if you have any questions or you
are curios about www.thehelpline.org/ www.
teenpregnancyhelp.net/

Ask questions about ways to prevent
if you’re
actually
having
sex or are
planning
to. Now a
days its
way easy
for help
or ways
to prevent
being
pregnant,
there’s
many people you can talk to and things to
use such as condoms or many other things.
Using protection if your having sex is a
good way to protect yourself from diseases
maybe in the future more infections or
viruses might be out there for females or
males to get stay safe the safe way. Just
in case it’s safer for everyone to not have
sex or maybe just wait until you have the
age or when you think you are ready; just
remember your actions will have an effect.
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Is “No” Enough?
By: Vernice Morris

How can addiction be defined? Can
we stop a drug war by “just saying no”?
The catch phrase may be a mere simple
instruction but still there are many who still
don’t understand the message. When people
lose the ability to control their response to the
urge for a substance, they ease into becoming
addicted. Multiple factors contribute to this
unpleasant development such as mental well
being, the social habitat, genes, age or even
daily problems.
So now after
the addiction has
arisen, how can you
even tell? Once-in-awhile becomes every
week and then every
day; the want is now
a need and now it’s
occupying a void
within. A tolerance has
built up, the substance
has crept into the
daily schedule. The
addict abandons
other activities and
with the problems
this causes he crawls
back to the substance.
Independence has
faded away as a craving takes it toll. To an
addict, the idea that they should just say “no”
is laughable; but no one is helpless.
Rock bottom doesn’t need to even
be reached to push away. The more people
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in an addict’s life
discouraging the
behavior, the better
it is. Recovery starts
with help from family,
a friend or whomever
cares; the addict
themselves may not care, but it’s possible to
open their eyes. With a clear, sober mind they
may choose to walk away themselves, and
even if treatment, therapy or interventions
don’t help the first time doesn’t mean they
can’t help later.
Illegal drug use has decreased in
recent years, but prescription drug use has
steadily risen.
Whether on purpose
or accidental, a
dependency can still
occur and a high can
be achieved from
these drugs as well,
so now ask yourself,
if you legalize
a drug, does the
curiosity suddenly
fade away? Will the
mystery or intrigue
that some may feel
towards substances
suddenly disappear?
If basic nature is to
want to know, does
making these banned
substances legal help knock off the mystery or
add to the underlining problem we face today?
If society is going to deal with this, we will
need something deeper that “just say no.”

of their children. The
program should be
WIC, Welfare
managed more carefully
and Food stamps
and the citizens should
not abuse it. Women
By: Eyleen Trochez
on welfare should not
Assistance programs from the
receive extra income for
government, like Wic, welfare, and Food
having more children
Stamps, should be manageable, but people are
taking advantage of the help that the government after they have begun taking welfare. This way
is providing for them. Our economy is currently they will be more responsible and would think
twice about the number of kids they are having.
bad and some people take advantage of the
Many mothers already have 6 children and keep
Welfare, Wic and food stamps. The government
should be sure of whom they provide welfare for. on getting pregnant because they think that
having kids it’s not expensive due to the help
If this fraud was not happening, more mothers
would provide for their children on their own by they receive. It’s just not possible to support a
family in this way because most people won’t
making an effort to get a job.
make what is needed to raise a child while taking
Many mothers keep on getting pregnant
care of the child at the same time. That’s why it’s
because they receive help from the government,
important that they make an effort to work, and
this do not only affects older mothers, but also
not have more children than they can take care
the teenagers who get pregnant because they
of. If they can’t afford a child they should not
know that even that if they don’t work the
government will provide Wic, Welfare and Food keep on getting pregnant.
All the people that are really in need of
Stamps for their babies. Some mothers lie simply
because they want the help from the government this help shouldn’t have to suffer because of
the ones that decide to abuse this help. Some
and if they state that they are actually married,
they will not qualify for any form of help. Many mothers state that they are single mothers but
they are not and they lie about many other things
mothers don’t bother to go seek for a job and
they just stay home watching over their children. just to be eligible to get the help when they
don’t really need it. Only those mothers that
One of their family members could take care of
are really in need of the help from government
their children while they work even just for part
should apply and qualify for Wic, welfare, and
time. Those mothers whose children are 3 years
food stamps. The system needs to be managed
old could put their children into Headstart so
well; the government should figure out first if the
they can work. Some mothers don’t necessarily
have to stay home because their children are old person is really in need of the system.
The help that government provides to
enough so their children could be at school while
the parents should be used properly. Individuals
they are at work.
shouldn’t be taking advantage of the help that
Parents should be able to get all of this
help from government only if they work or go to they receive from government. If they really
need wic, welfare or food stamps they should
school all the time, they shouldn’t be receiving
get it but they should not lie about their current
any help if all they do is sit at home taking care
marital status.

Gay Marriage

Continued from page 16...
must apply for a marriage license and submit
it to the City Clerk online, after submitting it
online both spouses must appear together in
person and apply for the license. Their I.D must
be valid and it is recommended to bring a birth
certificate. The waiting period to get married
in New York is twenty four hours and the cost
ranges from forty to fifty dollars, one witness
to the marriage is required. Unfortunately
the license will not be valid in a state where
gay marriage is not legalized; there is a lot of
controversy behind this due to its going against
the 14th amendment in the US constitution which
states the rights of citizens of the United States
may not be abridged by the laws of any state.
The National Organization for Marriage
immediately began holding rallies against the
bill. They sponsored four “Let the People Vote”
rallies arguing that the state of New York should
vote on whether or not gay marriage should be
legalized in their state instead of the senators.
They also contributed
1.8 million dollars
to the pro prop
8 campaigns in
California back in
2008. They feel that
same-sex marriage
is a direct threat to
marriage and their
civil liberties.
The
Westboro Baptist
Church also joined the anti gay marriage
rallies funded by the National Organization
for Marriage. The church is extremely against
homosexuality and has been know for picketing
funerals for dead soldiers in Iraq and the funeral
of Matthew Sheppard a young college student
from Wyoming who was beaten to death by two
young men for being homosexual. Their belief
is that New York shall “soon suffer the wrath of
god” for passing the gay marriage bill.
Despite these protests gays and lesbians
all across New York have celebrated gaining the
equal right to marry. They have come along way
in their fight for equal rights and can finally say
to their significant other “I do”.

Dream Act

Continued from page 1...
is it that now that undocumented students have
equality in California Republicans say it is “unfair”?
Although there have been many people
that have judged the law, for the students and
the governor the reality is that the law is there.
Through the effort the students have themselves
made of going out on the streets and protesting
and demanding equality, risking arrests, and even

deportations, they now have had their voices
heard. Students are being helped by the state
government and whether they are documented
or not should not make a difference if what the
student is pursuing is a better future.
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Continued from page 1...
of the San Francisco Chronicles
states
in
his
report
that
“Ramos
was
responding
to
reports
of
a
homeless
man
burglarizing
cars at a transit
hub
in
suburban
Fullerton. Though
Ramos already knew
him,
prosecutors
say
the
officer
escalated a routine
stop-and-search to
a
bloody
attack
against
Thomas”.

If all
Kelly did was
steal from cars
wouldn’t that
simple
stopand-search
followed
by
an arrest be
enough?
What
kinds of sick
minded people
have the nerve; scratch that,
the right to hurt some poor
man?! Doesn’t this just tick
you off? The people we turn to
for protection turn around and
bash your face in with a taser
gun. Not much can be done after
this brutal murder, although
justice has been served. Ian
Lovett from the New York Times
Newspaper posts that “Two
Fullerton police officers face
felony charges
in a beating in
July that left
a
homeless
man dead, the
Orange County
d i s t r i c t
attorney said
Wednesday.
Officer Manuel
Ramos
was
charged
with
second-degree
murder
and
involuntary
m a n s l a u g h t e r - “ .
The Kelly Thomas case is
similar to the Rodney King case
back in the early 1990’s. Who on
earth is Rodney King? Oh I’ll
tell you just exactly who he
is. Rodney King was an African
American. On March 3rd, 1991
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he was pulled aside and beaten
half to death by three police
officers, from the LAPD, all
simply American. A man known
as George Holiday
videotaped
the
beating from a safe
distance. Officers
continuously beat
Rodney as others
just
stood
and
watched
without
taking any action
to stop the beating.
The
footage
of
the beating was
shown all over the
world, causing a
public
outrage.
When the four men
were trialed in
court, three were
acquitted,
and
the jury failed
to reach a verdict
for the fourth.
However
later
on,
two
police
officers were found
guilty due to a civil rights
violation. The news ticked
off everyone in the black
community, and the LAPD and
eventually sparked a huge riot
in LA, in 1992. Citizens were
enraged tearing the streets
apart out of anger and fear.
Another case similar to
these would be the Oscar Grant
case. Oscar Grant was shot

and killed by Officer Johannes
Mehserle on early New Years
day in 2009. The shooting
took place on Bay Area Transit
train in Oakland California,
where a fight later broke out,
a fight which involved Grant.
Soon after the fight was
simmering down a bit,
Mehserle and another
officer from the BART
police
department
arrived to “straighten”
things out. Mehserles’
partner
began
to
restrain
Grant,
and
laid him on the floor of
the train. Witnesses
claim
then
Mehserle
proceeded the act by
saying “Get back, I am
gonna tase him”. Instead

of pulling
out
a
t a s e r ,
Mehserle
instead
p u l l e d
out a gun
and
shot
Grant
in
the back, the bullet then
ricocheted from the steel
floor of the train, returning
itself back into Grants’ body.
Johannes appeared stunned as
he stood over Grants’ body.
Digital recordings and cell
phone shots were taken during
the incident. During Mehserles’
court testimony, he put his
hands on his head and said “”Oh
my God!” Johannes also brought
up how Grant exclaimed “You
shot me!” Johannes claimed
that Oscar was reaching for
something, and he was, it
was his wristband. Oscar was
unarmed the whole time. A few
days later, both peaceful and
violent protests were held.
On July 8th of 2010, the Jury
reached a verdict. Mehserle
was found guilty of involuntary
man slaughter and a summary
execution. On January 13th,
Alameda
County
prosecutors
charged Mehserle with murder
for the shooting. Mehserle was
sentenced to two years in jail,
but he was let out early. Do
you think this could have been
an
accident?
So, do
you see how
dirty
and
maniacal some
people
can
be? Sometimes
I am left to
wonder,
“Do
the
police
departments
hire the sick
minded
on
purpose?
Or
are we trying
to find people
who
actually
want to do right in our
communities?” I have no clue
what so ever. However, if we
are forced to live in a world
where we get no equal rights,
compared
to
someone
with
just a gun and a badge, then
why should we? As citizens
of America have a right to
speak out against this. The
government may not listen, but
I am pretty sure a peaceful
protest is a safe option.
Oh wait, if we attempt to do
so we may get shot at by the
police. Not just the corrupt
ones, but all of them. Killed,
strangled, and murdered by our
own protective system. Way to
go government, you sure do know
how to make everyone proud.
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to have their lives broadcasted
24/7”.
Continued from page 1...
Your private life and public
around, and startle your family,
life are two separate things. People
and I know this from personal
have rights to their privacy and that
experience. But why invade the
is what they need to fight for. If you
privacy of a family if they have
cannot stand up for yourself, then
done nothing wrong? Protection
why should
of the Fourth
you deserve
Amendment is
privacy? It is
what I strongly
hard seeing
suggest because
people give
if you don’t,
up what they
you are taking
believe in
a chance at
just because
putting your
they cannot
family in a
stand up for
situation they
themselves
do not deserve
and say,
to be in.
‘Hey, I have
Many
rights as a
know but don’t
citizen to
want to admit that we are being
have my privacy’. If you do not
ruled by a corrupt government and
stand up and show people that you
protected by corrupt police. The
know your rights, who will listen to
people may blinded by the media,
you?
but the government is supposed to
Other students, on the other
make a change, and the police are
hand, oppose having anonymity.
supposed to protect and serve. I,
Most students’ arguments for
personally, have not seen any of
disagreeing with the concept
this happen. Why allow them to
of privacy are for protection of
strip us of our Fourth Amendment? oneself. One student quotes, “Who
They haven’t done anything for
needs privacy? What about all the
us, so why should we give them
pedophiles in the world? Should
something they do not deserve?
they have privacy? What if they
The police are supposed to protect
live in our neighborhood and we
us from criminals but what if they
can’t even identify them?”
are the criminals? When no one is
Some cases of people wanting
there to protect us, we need to stand to get rid of anonymity are just
up and protect ourselves.
irrelevant and not important.
In some court cases, judges
Online critics complain that online
have denied that we have rights to
comments are hurtful, and websites
privacy in the Constitution. If the
shouldn’t be anonymous because
courts are not
people can
going to address
say impolite
your concerns
words
of privacy
behind a
and deny that
screen, but
your rights are
they will not
protected in the
even identify
Constitution,
themselves,
then who will?
but who
YOU have to
in their
take charge
right minds
of what is
would worry
known and
about being
what remains
offended and
unknown.
hurt from
a lowlife
Celebrities deal
online who is afraid to show who
with invasion of privacy probably
they really are?
everyday. The press doesn’t see that
I am sure many people would
they are normal human beings just
have a split decision on protecting
like you and I. When famous, it is
our privacy. In a world like ours,
hard to distinguish what is private
everything is bound to come out,
or public because with paparazzi,
but it’s not for anyone else to show
all things can go public.
and tell.
I have done some interviews
People wanting to remain
around my school and the answers
anonymous and out of the spotlight
were about 50/50. An eleventh
are understandable. Everything
grade student states, “I don’t expect that happens doesn’t need to be
people to welcome me into their
broadcasted for the whole world
personal business. That’s THEIR
to know- That’s what Facebook is
business. Remaining anonymous is for. With all the problems going
a right we have, and I would rather on around the world, everyone’s
enjoy my privacy than have people privacy should remain protected,
knowing what’s going on in my
for we do not need anything else
life. I am not Lady Gaga or Nicki
being released for the public eye to
Minaj- I am not the type of person
see.
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Steve Jobs

By: Pablo Garcia
“Again you can’t connect the lines
looking forward; you can only connect
them looking backwards. So you have to
trust that the dots will somehow connect
in your future. You have to trust in
something-your gut, destiny, life, karma,
whatever. This approach has never let me
down, and it has made all the difference in
my life” - Steve Jobs
He was one of the greatest
innovative thinkers of our time and a great
inventor who thought of ways to connect
our lives with the use of technology. His
inventions have changed the world, and
have revolutionized the way movies,
music, and computers are experienced. But
throughout his life and career he has also
overcome great obstacles.
Born February 24th 1955 his
mother and father Joanne Simpson and
Abdulfattah “John” Jandali put him up
into adoption. He was adopted by Clara
and Paul Jobs. It took him over 27 years
to discover who his biological family
was. Since Steve was a child he loved
technology; his adoptive father would
work in the garage with him showing
him how to take apart and reconstruct
electronics. Although Steve was an
intelligent young man, he was always
frustrated with formal schooling. He was
offered to move to the high school level
before even entering middle school but his
parents declined his offer knowing that the
gap in age would affect him greatly.
After high school Steve Jobs
attended Reed College, but lost interest in
the structure and dropped out of college
after six months. He then spent half a
year going to classes that interested him
even though he was not enrolled in the
University. Many would believe that
someone who has achieved the goals that
Steve Jobs did would have obtained a high
level of education or be more fortunate
than others, but this was not the case.
Steve Jobs loved what he did and was
committed to do what he was best at for
the rest of his life.
With this determination he made the
company Apple in his garage with his high
school friend Steve Wozniak. He might of
passed away but what he left behind will
inspire future inventors to make the best of
what they have and change the world.
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Page 8
Taking the Blame

the wrong name.
For thirteen long years Eugene
By: Justine Penesa
Penesa sits in
Sometimes we get blamed for things prison, located
in Delano, CA for
that we know we haven’t done, and we
something that he
feel like we have no choice but to take the
blame because we’re already in the process didn’t do, because
he was such a good
of paying the consequences for another’s
friend he never
actions. Sometimes those “other” people
did testify against
don’t realize that they take away the lives
the man and his
of the people they blame; maybe not
girlfriend who,
physically but they could be the reason
ironically, aren’t
why we could be stuck behind bars for a
even together
lifetime.
today.
In 1998 in Carson CA at Scott
You would
Park, a young girl was shot and killed by
think
that
a person put behind bars for
a Hispanic male, from a gang called Skott
nothing would be outraged and full of
Park Piru, (a blood gang that is filled with
many different cultures of people; this gang anger, but unfortunately he had a heart to
forgive his enemies and make peace with
is from the East side of Carson, many call
the families who “blamed” him for the
it “200 BLK”). That same night a Eugene
Penesa was arrested for the murder of that murder.
For some people “snitching” on
same little girl. It was also the night that a
someone
who is of your same race is
Samoan woman (who remains anonymous
a disgrace to your family especially in
to the police and courts) called the cops
reporting that a man named Eugene Penesa Samoan culture, it’s like your family to all
Samoans then you take the wrong turn
planned the shootout in which the young
Hispanic girl was killed. The funny thing is, on the road and tell the police the wrong
information and made the people you hang
this Samoan woman was dating that same
around mad at you because you hurt one
Hispanic male who killed this young girl.
of your own to protect someone that is not
In order to save her boyfriend, who was
Eugene’s closest friend, she gave the police of your kind. I’m pretty sure that’s how it
Mabanglo, Ferlyn
Divorce rate in America
What drives married couples away from
their relationship? What makes them want to
leave and file divorce papers? Is it desire for
a new partner, lack of intimacy or of financial
support, or all? Divorce, sadly, has increased its
rate in America of today. Many questions arise,
but the main question is why?
According to PyschPage research:
• During the 1970’s, 40% of women had
affairs and 70% men had affairs, but
today’s studies show that women and
men under 45 are of equal standing at
40%
• 20-25% of men reported to have cheated
at least once
• People of both gender in a
marriage may have an affair
on purpose simply to seek
someone new; they may
have an affair somewhat
accidentally; unplanned
affairs that occur within their daily
surroundings of work, eventually
building a relationship with those
around them
• A spouse sees the other as controlling
which can consist of abuse, either

•
•
•

verbally and/or physically
Financial status becomes weak due to
lack of support
Intimacy gradually decreases if partners
lack quality time together
Criticisms and degrading comments
affect the person(s) in the relationship
and may question the marriage

Sociologists believe that the absence of
having children leads to a divorce. The feeling
of not having to care for an infant or even an
adolescent leads to loneliness and weariness,
that even a spouse or wife can not emotionally
fill. According to divorcerate.org, 66 percent
of all divorced couples are childless. The
relationship between being childlessness and a
marriage breakdown is closely related, for many
sociologists believe that a child
is the mere rock; foundation for a
healthy marriage. Without one, a
marriage lacks harmony and unity.
According to Divorce
Magazine:
• Most marriages tend to occur
during June and October as opposed to
the rest of the months in the year
• In 1970, the divorce rate was 4.2%
• In 2000 the divorce rate was 4.7%
• In 2005, the divorce rate in America was
3.6%
• The majority of child and/or spousal
support money were from males,
concluding to 84% in which Americans
paid about $40 billion to child support
• In 2004, the highest reported divorce
rate was in Nevada with 6.4%.
• In 2005, there were approximately
about 2,230,000 marriages, while 2004
had 2,279,000 marriages. Although
a population increase of 2.9 million
happened

is in other cultures and that’s probably how
they would feel.
Everyone around you
is affected by the choices
you make, your friends,
family, or even someone
else’s family. What makes
matters worse is that
sometimes the choice that
you have made has torn a
family somewhere in this
world apart. Her decision
making has made me feel
like all she thought of was
herself and failed to care
about who she hurt in the
process. In the moment the only thoughts
in her head was to make someone and
their family miserable so that you can
enjoy having a life in the “real” world
while another sits behind bars half his life
when he could be home with his daughters
watching them grow older and wiser and to
see them graduate.
If it was up to me, something like
this would make me so angry that I would
do anything for these people to pay for
what they did to tear my family apart.
As the daughter of Eugene, I respect his
wishes, to be calm and not to worry about it
because in the long run they’ll get what they
deserve.

Comments on Abortion
Continued from page 16...

A reason for someone
to accept abortion or think
about abortion is when dealing
with a rape
victim.
A rape
will likely
already
cause a lot
of different
issues,
including
depression,
denial, loss
of appetite
and more,
that can
lead to self
destructive behaviors. On top
of all that finding out that you
have gotten pregnant from
being raped makes matters
even worse. Abortion can be
a good decision when you
have been put through all that.
But you would just have to be
careful. When dealing with a
young girl I would also add
that if there ages 12 and under.
I would say definitely abortion
would be the appropriate
choice. Abortion can be a
choice also when dealing in
a life or death situation. Life
or death situation meaning if
having the baby is going to
kill you then the option is to
live.
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Benefits of Hemp:

By: Jerry Gaskins

Hemp is another word for the cannabis
plant sativa not only does marijuana come
from this same plant genus but so does broccoli
and cauliflower , hemp is used in
two ways through the seeds and
the strong durable fiber found in
the stem of the plant. Hemp can
be used in a variety of ways but
unfortunately the absence in public
response and ignorance is facilitated
by a lack of knowledge on this
plant, but the strains of hemp used
in industrial and consumer products
contain only a negligible level of
the intoxicating substance delta-9
tetrahydrocannabinol, or THC.
Thus, industrial grade hemp is not
marijuana.
The many benefits that this
plant can produce includes bio diesel
fuel , paper , nutritious value, cement
, food, rope, different textiles, and
many more other necessities in life.
The way in which hemp can help
with the economy and the global
warming that we are now partaking
in is the way in which it produces
paper, Hemp’s cellulose level is almost three
times that of wood, so it makes superior paper
and yields four times as much pulp per acre as
trees. The hemp paper process also utilizes less

Legalization?
By: Jacqueline Valencia
Keeping marijuana prohibited
causes more problems than it solves.
While there are positive reasons to
legalize it, such as medical use and
hemp (it can provide cleaner resources
to our environment for things like
paper, fuel, food, and clothing) there
are obvious reasons that it can be pretty
expensive, in terms of people and
resources, to keep it illegal.
The medical community in the
United states already recognizes, that
smoking marijuana has helped patients
out with pain, and it can help stimulate
appetite and relieve nausea in cancer
and Aids’ patients. But, even aside
from this, the hemp plant that comes
from marijuana is a very valuable
resource. We can have environmental
benefits from hemp; we can use it to
make printing paper, newspaper, coffee
filter paper, packaging, cooking oils,
bird seed, soap, shampoo, hand cream,
shoes, bags, carpets, nets, oil paints,
printing ink, fiber boards, fiberglass
subsitude etc. Companies such as BMW,
Mercedes, Calvin Klien and much
more use hemp to create eco-friendly
products. Legalization would let us take
advantage of hemp’s agricultural and
industrial uses. Although studies have
shown that annual deaths caused by
marijuana are zero compared to tobacco
(400,000), alcohol (100,000), all legal
(meaning prescription) drugs (20,000),
caffeine (2,000), and aspirin (500), it
continues to be illegal, despite the many
positive uses the plant could be put to.
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energy and fewer chemicals than tree paper
processing and doesn’t create the harmful
dioxins, chloroform, or any of the other 2,000
chlorinated organic compounds that have been
identified as byproducts of the wood paper
process. Its sustainable, annual crop that is

ready for harvest just 120 days after going to
seed, compared to trees which take tens or
hundreds of years to reach maturity. Further,
harvesting hemp doesn’t destroy the natural
habitats of thousands of distinct animal and

So, a better question would be
“why should marijuana be illegal?” Do
people have the right to make their own
choices? The government only has the
right to limit those choices if his/her
actions put people in danger—but, like
the experience with the prohibition of
alcohol, illegality only heightens the
harm by generating violence around
the product. The government has the
right to limit their actions if they are a
threat, but once again it doesn’t apply to
marijuana because it is less dangerous
than other drugs such as tobacco and
alcohol. The government should not tell
people what to do as long as they do not
hurt others.
Keeping marijuana illegal costs
a lot; it can save our government lots
of money. All levels of government
participate in “War on Drugs”. We
spend billions of dollars every year
arresting, trying, and locking up
peaceful people who just like to get
high. Those people get locked up and
what happens after that? Tax payers
have to pay the bill which is an estimate
about 1 BILLION each year and don’t
forget about another 8 billion in other
people for just violating marijuana
laws imagine what that money can be
used for? In addition to other bills like
food, housing, attorney fees etc which
can be really expensive. So instead of
wasting money on locking people up for
having marijuana we can save billions
every year. If it were to be legal the
government would be able to collect
taxes on it, and can save much more
money for other important causes—like
education.
Lastly, prohibition does not work!

plant species as does the process of wood paper.
Coincidently hemp has the same high
cellulose level that makes it ideal for paper also
makes it perfect for ethanol fuel production.
Ethanol is the cleanest burning liquid bioalternative to gasoline. Tests show an unleaded
gasoline automobile produces a thick, black
carbon residue in its exhaust, while the
tailpipe of a modified ethanol engine tested
for the same 3,500 miles remained pristine
and residue-free. The benefits of a cleaner
burning fuel are clearly needed in a time
were the quality of our air isn’t what it
should be due to the engines of the toxic
fossil fuels.
This plant is known as a billion
dollar crop due to its wide variety of
potential uses and the war on marijuana is
a completely different subject compared
to hemp. However the DEA lies and
claims that they can not tell the difference
between hemp and marijuana. Industrial
hemp looks more like bamboo than
marijuana, and the other 30 industrial
nations that cultivate hemp legally have
no problem identifying the types of
cannabis in their fields. The fact that the
Drug Enforcement Agency is prohibiting
a drug-free plant is proof positive that the
hemp issue is not about drugs. The war on
drugs is about the money; the U.S is scared
of the capability of hemp. This plant is called
the “billion dollar crop” for a reason; it has
potential to hire millions of people and take big
corps out of business.

There are other better ways to stop a
drug problem. Prohibiting marijuana
causes a lot of problems, there has
been no good proof to show that by
prohibiting it would stop the drugs use.
It is very common in American high
schools because it is easy to access
it—much easier than alcohol. Sellers
don’t care how old you are, all they
wants is your money. If the states want
to reduce drug use then they can focus
on programs to educate teens. We
tried to prohibit alcohol and it failed;
shouldn’t we realize it is kind of stupid
to do it again? Drinking alcohol is a
way to “celebrate” in this country there
are advertisements which attempt to
convince us that in order to have a
good time we have to go out and drink
with friends. It is sold almost on every
corner to the young and old. Smoking
cigarettes are legal and there is nothing
good about tobacco, so why do people
go to jail for having marijuana, while
others freely drink and smoke just to
have a good time?
Individuals deserve the right to
decide whether or not they should use
marijuana. The government should not
tell you what to do as long as it doesn’t
hurt people around you. The state
would have more money to spend on
important needs if marijuana were legal.
Prohibition does not work; education
and treatment are much better ways to
deal with drug problems, and marijuana
has demonstrated a number of important
medical uses. Hemp can be a good
source to our environment and can be
used in many ways. There is very little
that makes sense about its illegality.
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At the Movies
With Miguel Gomez
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Let’s FIFA!
by Joshua Barajas

Movie Review: Reservoir Dogs
(1992)

For the longest time now, videogames have
been frowned upon by parents, or other types of
I remember watching Reservoir Dogs,
authority, for being so violent and pointless. The
like if it were yesterday; I couldn’t believe
stereotype is that people who play videogames
what I was watching. I thought it was one of
have no social life, are lazy, and generally stupid
the greatest, coolest
and geeky. But, it is only that, a stereotype, a
film ever made, better
generalization that isn’t even true for most people.
than “Scarface” or
Gamers have many friends; who do you think
“The Godfather” even
they spend countless hours playing with? Now, on
“Goodfellas”! It grabs
the subject of the type of games, I can agree that
you by the throat and
recently some of these games have crossed the line
digs its claw deep. Right
with the violence.
from the first scene
However, the violent
you’re hooked until the
games are only one
closing credits.
type of genre. There
The film is about
are many other types
a heist gone totally wrong, as the criminals
of games like puzzle
trying to figure out what went wrong. The
games, role playing
film stars a great ensemble cast with Harvey
games, and most commonly the sports games.
Keitel, Steve Buscemi, Tim Roth, Michael
Specifically one sports game has caught
Madsen, Lawrence Tierney, and Chris Penn.
everyone’s attention, including Landon Donovan of
The performances of the actors are absolutely
the Los Angeles Galaxy, Steve Nash of the Phoenix
fantastic. Steve Buscemi’s and Tim Roth’s
Suns, Tim Lincecum of the San Francisco Giants,
performances are by far the best that I’ve
and Hope Solo of the US Women’s National Soccer
seen in a gangster film. Tarantino gives us a
Team: FIFA. This soccer game is played 24/7 all
side of gangsters we don’t usually see in most
through out the world and it should be praised,
crime films. This side is the casual side the
because it can bring people together. Who would
side we see “normal people” do, such, as have
have thought that a video game can do that, right?
meaningless conversations about meaningless
That’s the problem. Video games have had such a
things, like trying to figure out which actress
bad rap for the longest time now that anyone who
played a role in a movie or TV show. But he
plays them is automatically considered a bum. But,
also gives us that gritty and violent side of the
that’s not the way it should be. Games like FIFA,
gangsters.
Madden NFL, NBA 2KSports, and many more
What I appreciate about the film is its
helps people get along, the complete opposite of the
non-linear story telling and what we don’t see.
stereotype that gamers are lonely losers.
Although the film is about a heist, we don’t get
When I asked Ivan Jimenez, a sophomore
to see the heist, we as the viewers are supposed at Cal State University Bakersfield and former High
to picture it in our head what happen as the
School Athlete, what he did on his spare time, he
actors talk. Another thing I liked of the film is
replied “I play FIFA12.” When asked why he used
the violence, though the film itself isn’t really
his free time to play video games, his response was,
all that violent compared to other Tarantino
“I pick up the [controller] to release all the stress,
films. What I liked is how the violence isn’t
there I can let my imagination loose and create
really shown. An example is when one of the
what I believe is great soccer.” Ivan also says he
criminals tortures a cop, you don’t get to see
plays with his friends all the time and he also likes
what he does to him, the camera slowly moves
to boast that he always wins. That brings me to my
away and your imagination might be more
next point. People thrive on competition. Countries
violent than the actual scene itself. The nontake this to the extreme and go to war to prove they
chronological manner in which the story is told are better than the rest. It is the same concept here,
might be confusing to some at first, but it sorts
but here it is healthy and friendly competition. No
itself out in the end.
need to cut the education budget to fund useless
This is a film that stays with you forever. fighter jets here. I don’t think it would be a crazy
This film is highly influential for anyone having world where all the competition was like that,
a goal in the movie business, like myself. I give instead of the loss of life, you get bragging rights or
it 5 out of 5. Go check it out when you have a
a “better luck next time.”
chance.

Why should plastic bags be banned?
By: Jacqueline Valencia

Plastic bags can affect our lives and the
lives of sea creatures. To make plastic bags it
takes non renewable sources such as petroleum
and natural gas using that can have a big impact
on our environment. Hundreds of sea animals
can be affected by this every day. Plastic
chemicals can contaminate our foods and can be
detrimental for our health. There are many ways
to avoid plastic bags from being used or made.
In the process of making plastic bags
petroleum and natural gas are needed which
affects our environment and it also increases our
reliance on foreign suppliers. The energy used in
the makings of plastic bags has to do with global
warming and releases toxic chemicals into the
environment. Plastic bags can contaminate the
food chain. Toxic chemicals from plastic bags
may get into foods, the sea and the environment

which then contaminates
the food that we eat.
For example plastic
bags have already been
banned from long beach
due to the fact that they
are not biodegradable they clog drains, clutter up
the environment and endanger the life of fish.
Furthermore, thousands of animals and
marine life creatures are affected every year;
they suffer a painful and slow death when they
accidentally eat or become tangled in plastic
bags. Innocent creatures don’t have to suffer for
the mistakes of human beings. Estimates say
that over one billion plastic bags are handed out
per day. We can make a difference in this world
which is very easy just simply get a reusable
grocery bag and say no to plastic! Plastic bags go
to landfill sites. What you have used for maybe
30 minutes will pollute with the earth for over
1000 years.

Ms. Connie Granieri
By Derek Stewart II / Briana Washington
If you are a student athlete at Cabrillo
High School or you attended Jackie Robinson
Middle School or are in Special Education
then you probably know Ms.Connie Granieri.
Ms. G, as student tend to call her, has helped
many students here at Cabrillo stay on the
right path academically or even help them
turn their bad habits into great ones. While she
helps with tutoring and other academic issues,
she also is a life mentor to us teenagers and
helps us with social conflicts that most normal
teenagers face.

Known for helping student athletes,
Ms. G’s main focus usually is the football
team when school first starts. She says that
she is dedicated to the players because she
wants to change the stereotype of football
players just being “jocks” on campus and
aren’t good anywhere but on the football field.
Her 3 years of teaching here at Cabrillo has
made a tremendous difference in that area.
In her first year here teaching, the football
team went from nearly the whole team being
ineligible because they didn’t have a 2.0
GPA, to only six players being ineligible. The
year after that, last year, the team went from
having six ineligible to one player! And this
year she made an astonishing accomplishment
by helping everybody on the team become
eligible. She instills into the players that
without grades, you won’t be successful in
life, let alone football. She offers a study hall
for not just student athletes but also regular
students who just need help. Some people
even refer to her as “Mama G” because she
treats you as if you were in fact her own. She
stays after school until some days nine o’clock
in the evening just for the football players who
need help with their homework after practice.
Ms. G doesn’t just tutor athletes and
regular students, she also teaches special
education and an AVID class. If you did not
know, special education might be arguably
one of the most challenging jobs out there,
because she has to adjust to students of every
disability and help them strengthen it. She also
doesn’t just teach just one subject, she teaches
multiple subjects in special education. In her
AVID class she takes a pro-college approach
and makes sure everyone is on course to not
only graduate, but also get into a college. She
helps students with their college applications
and will give the shirt off her back for any
student who asks her for help.
Ms. Granieri is an asset to the school
and we are very appreciative of everything she
does. So if you ever have an issue, whether
it be socially or academically, and you need
some advice or help, go to the bungalow’s and
knock on room 1602 and ten times out of ten,
Ms. Granieri will greet you with a smile and
you’ll understand why we call her “Mama G.”
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Odd Future. Frank mainly sings
love and inspiration songs, and
Continued from page 16...
occasionally will be heard on
the group as they both relate to a slower pace the hook of fellow member’s
of music and generally aren’t
songs, like Hodgy. Quite often
as dark as the other members. he’ll use auto tune to enhance
Mike also relates to “Chopped his performances. Along with
and Screwed” music as he
Tyler, Frank will be seen in
has released a full remix of
the years to come as a driving
fellow member Tyler’s first
force in hip hop as a genre and
culture.
Lastly Earl Sweatshirt,
who is possibly the best
artist under the age of 18,
has the darkest lyrics of
the group. Coming with
the most metaphors, and
disregard for critics, Earl
has bought an intense
amount of talent along
album. Domo Genesis brings with him. His style is close to
his own flavor into his music,
but mostly glorifies the life of
a smoker.
Who the second superstar
of the group is, could be
argued, but Frank Ocean holds
the title as he is the triple
threat, rapper, singer, and
producer. The only member
to branch out farther and
work with more established
musicians, while still retaining
his status of being apart of
World.Wise.Web.

to view step by step tutorials on
certain subjects, especially on
mathematical problems. Education
is made possible through the
internet because there are classes
that can be taken online from
anywhere there’s internet access,

Tyler’s as he tends to rap
about similar topics. The
group obviously has a care for
their fellow member as he is
currently absent. They began a
campaign in which they protest
“Free Earl.” It is rumored
that the young prodigy has
been sent to Samoa. Until his
release, all his vocals are being
withheld.
Truly the future for
all these young musicians
looks clear, certainly they
won’t just be another trend.
As controversial as they all
may seem, the acceptance of
these new talents is already
happening quickly. Hopefully
more will open their ears to
hear the true Oddness of the
Future ahead of us.

to make themselves known to
throughout the world. Many song
Nowadays, people view
writers like Adele and Nicki Minaj
the internet as a necessity. Since
used the internet to promote their
almost everything can be done
songs through MySpace. Others
electronically through the use
used YouTube to also take videos
of the computers, internet is
of themelves and hopefully get the
something that people
chance to become a
feel they should have.
star on TV. The internet
Honestly, I feel that I can’t
allows individuals from
live without it. News,
any part of the world to
music, movies, videos,
share their talents and
games, communications,
abilities without even
education, etc... What else
having to travel and go
can you ask for?
to auditions in other
Individuals can
countries.
spend so much time
Free and easy
on the computer just
communication is made
browsing the web; some
possible through the
don’t even realize that
use of the internet.
they spend more time on
Individuals are able to
the internet than they
meet new friends or
do sleeping. Well, I can’t
even reconnect with
blame them. Since the
old ones. Networks
internet is packed with so
like Facebook and
many great features, a day
Myspace allow people
is not enough to see it all.
to socialize and keep in
The internet is
touch with one another.
equipped with over
People who have
250,000,000 different
relatives and family
websites, with sites
members in other
serving a variety of
countries can contact
purposes. With only one
each other through the
click, you can find all the
use of electronic mail.
information you need.
This great feature brings
This is a great tool for
people closer together
anyone looking to learn
no matter how far the
new subjects or even certain
whether in an internet cafe, through distance between them and the
things about love, life, education
a wi-fi connection at a coffee shop
people they are talking to.
and even maybe learning how to
or in the comforts of your own
The unlimited capacity and
cook or make something out of the home. The information the internet range of information held by the
ordinary. It allows people to open
provides enables many people to
computer puts so much within
up their horizons and be able to find discover that education is very
reach. This tool, used wisely, opens
many opportunities along the way.
accessible to anyone willing to
many opportunities for people and
Some people use the internet learn.
businesses. Learning how to use the
as a tool for teaching many students
Many websites can also be
internet properly could possibly
who have difficulty in school. They
used for personal gain or even
help improve one’s way of living,
make websites that are free for
helping and reaching out to people. or even create opportunities for
anyone to access, allowing students Some use the power of the internet success.
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At The Movies
With Miguel Gomez

good remake. It was suspenseful,
dramatic and awesome. But an
example for a bad, I mean really
Hollywood Never to be the Same?
bad remake, a remake I hate with
my soul, is the remake of Alfred
Films have always been a pass- Hitchcock’s Psycho! I absolutely
time for people, whether they are
love Hitchcock films and the
waiting for something, friends and
remake was just a slap to his and
family gatherings, or just simply to
the viewer’s face!! The film is a
enjoy them.
shot by shot, meaning
But it seems
every scene in the
some movies
remake is just shot
these days
exactly the same way
don’t offer
the original was.
what they
I also wasn’t too
used to. A
impressed with the remake
lot of films
of Clash of the Titans.
today are
I remember watching
filmed with
the original when I was
3-D effects
seven; I thought it was
and are filmed
one of most spectacular
using the
films ever made. I liked
green screen
it because of the special
(often just to
effects; I thought they
avoid going
were great, like something
through the
I’ve never seen before.
trouble and shooting on location) and But then I heard there was going to
computer animations. Don’t get me
be remake and in my mind I was
wrong some of the effects are pretty
thinking “it could be okay”, but then
good, but some films take away that
heard it was going to be shown in
realism of older films. Here’s an
3D and that’s where it lost me. The
example: in the 70s there were the
effects weren’t as good
highly popular Star Wars trilogy,
as I expected, they were
everything looked phenomenal,
computer animated and
awesome, the film crew had to go and didn’t look quiet as good.
actually film the desert scenes on an
I still prefer the stopactual desert, but when George Lucas motion effects used in the
decided to make the prequels and use original.
the green screen the places where the
Recently there has
story took the characters didn’t really been two remakes that
look as real, it looked more like a
I just couldn’t believe
wallpaper.
they were releasing
Another thing Hollywood
were Straw Dogs and
is making, and getting on my
Footloose. The original
nerves with, is remakes. How I
Straw Dogs was a
hate remakes. Sometimes remakes
decent film that I really
can be good; for example in 1951
enjoyed. I liked Dustin
Howard Hawks directing a Sci-Fi
Hoffman’s performance
film called The Thing from another
in it. He went from a
World and was later remade in 1982
weak, innocent man
by John Carpenter and that was a
to a psycho trying to
defend his house. The
remake I didn’t quite
get the same reaction
I did from Hoffman.
Footloose is just your
average 80s teen film, about kids
dancing and rebelling against their
parents. But when I saw the remake
trailer I was like “ok it’s a remake
with explosions in it and obviously
they are going to use today’s
music.” The dancing seems to too
stupid: they are doing back flips
and rubbing against each other. In
the original it seemed more casual.
But not all movies in the new
millennium have been weak and
boring. For example filmmaker
Quentin Tarantino is still in the
business and making great films.
In 2004 he released Kill Bill, 2007
Death Proof and 2009 Inglorious
Basterds. The Coen Brothers
released in 2007 No Country for
Old Men and in 2010 True Grit.
What I’m glad that Hollywood

hasn’t done is remade any of Stanley
Kubrick films, those films are just
untouchable. Sure some of my
favorite films have been and/or will be
remade, but Kubrick is untouchable.
Something that really pisses me
off is the new vampire and werewolf
teen romance; it’s pathetic! I grew
up watching the Universal horror
classics; such as Dracula (1931),
The Wolf Man (1941), and all the
other 1930s and 1940s horror films
and some of the 70s and 80s slasher
films. I remember actually being
afraid of walking at night because
I always imagined Bela Lugosi or
Lon Chaney, Jr walking in the fog
or stalking people
by the shadows.
I also remember
watching Quentin
Tarantino’s and
Robert Rodriguez’s
From Dusk Till
Dawn. I was scared
of vampires and
wolf men. But
then I heard about
the Twilight saga
films and bit of my
childhood died. The
vampires didn’t
explode into pieces
and they didn’t
look menacing
and demonic, they
looked like a bunch
of people I can
see in my school
crying because
their girlfriends
broke up with them.
When I watch the classic horror
films I sometimes become so mad of
what Hollywood has done to these
menacing creatures. Also there’s
seem to be too many 80s horror
remakes. For example these films
are Nightmare on Elm Street, Texasth
Chainsaw Massacre, Friday the 13 ,
and Halloween. The reasons they are
doing this just they can say that they
made these films and make people
who haven’t seen the originals believe
that there are no originals, it just
drives me mad. What ever happened
to originality and creativity? Anyway
I just hope someday, somebody
decides to make movies like they used
to. If they remake movies for a newer
and younger audience that didn’t grow
up with them, why not just re-release
the originals.
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don’t want you to know. Not only is there a
cancer causing chemical inside the plastic but
the water that has been sitting in it for who
knows how long has been mixed with those
chemicals.
Most people don’t know that 25
companies water exceeded the contaminant
level set by the EPA for mercury, thallium, and
thorium, like Wal-Mart’s Sam’s Choice and
Giant Supermarkets’ Arcadia brands. Some
were even found to have bacteria and had a
cocktail of chlorine disinfection byproducts.
Giant’s brand even had fluoride. California
has a legal limit of 10 parts per billion (ppb)
for total trihalomethanes (TTHMs), two
independent samples of Sam’s Choice water
were purchased in Oakland, CA, with total
trihalomethane levels at 21 and 23 ppb. The
thing is that big water companies such as these
aren’t required to disclose the results of their
contaminant testing, so you never really know
whether that water is clean or not.
The best thing to do is for consumers to
drink filtered tap water instead of bottled water.
People pay an average of two-tenths of a cent
per gallon to drink water from the tap. So you
save a bundle of money while protecting your
health.
The NFL in L.A.?
by Joshua Barajas
I love Los Angeles. I wasn’t born there,
but the love of giant buildings, lights, and
of course the sports, made me and the city a
perfect match. I was born and raised in Long
Beach, only 20 minutes away from L.A. But,
I’ve visited my family nearly every weekend in
East Los Angeles for as long as I can remember,
and from my aunt’s porch I can see the beautiful
skyline of downtown Los Angeles. I can not
tell you how many hours I’ve spent looking at
those buildings in the distance. So why am I
describing my
love for this city
to you? Well,
I simply can’t
stand people
telling me that I
don’t really love
the city of angels anymore.
I am not a Dodger fan, and in Los
Angeles that is a pretty big deal. I root for the
“cross town rivals” (only by name), the Los
Angeles Angels (who just happen to play in
Anaheim). You have no idea how much crap
I go through for not supporting the Dodgers.
People laugh when I call myself an LA native
because of my dislike of the Dodgers. I stay
with my team, but I really wish it could stop.
All this hate has to stop someday, right?
My situation is terrible, which is why I
don’t want an entire, similar situation to sprout.
I would probably be forced into exile if another
team came in to town and I didn’t support it. So
it is just my luck that the NFL and Los Angeles
are working at bringing a team back to the city
after 16 long years.
My initial reaction to the news was “Oh!
Great! The NFL in L.A.” But, then I started
wondering…which team is going to occupy
Farmers Field, the stadium that is planned to be
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BIODIESEL
By Esteban Castellanos

The demand for petroleum keeps rising,

and will most likely not stop in the foreseeable
future. Sooner or later we will have to find
a sustainable replacement for when there is
no more. There are a few options out there;
one of them being Biodiesel, a renewable/
biodegradable fuel source that drastically cuts
carbon dioxide emissions by 75%. All biodiesel
is made from corn, soy or other plant matter,
and all those things had a
past life of, before being
made into biodiesel,
absorbing carbon
dioxide, which balances
its later emissions. Some
school buses now use
biodiesel to keep the
environment clean for
the children living in it.
Nowadays you can even
get biodiesel from fueling
stations, that use B5 (5% biodiesel, 95% petro
diesel, which is still 15% cleaner than petroleum
alone) all across America. You can also make it
from your very own garage. And for every one
unit used to produce biodiesel you gain 5.5 units
back.
There are also programs designed to
help grow crops to use as biodiesel, like the
Freeways to Fuel or F2F Project; that originated

constructed in downtown? I immediately began
to research and came to an awful conclusion.
There seem to be 5 main candidates that have
the possibility of coming to L.A. The Oakland
Raiders, The St. Louis Rams, The Jacksonville
Jaguars, The San Diego Chargers, and The
Minnesota Vikings are all on the radar. I am the
most die hard Raider fan, and it would kill me if
any other team rolled into town.
An NFL franchise in Los Angeles
seems like it will become a reality in the notso-distant future. Magic Johnson sold his part
of the Lakers and has jumped on board to
finance the stadium, along with AEG. AEG is
the organization that is pushing the most for this
project. They are a company that own many
sports and entertainment facilities throughout
the world, including The Staples Center,
The Home Depot Center, and L.A. Live in
Downtown (so, they are familiar with the city).
The governor of California, Jerry Brown, has
signed a bill that will speed up the construction
of Farmers Field. But, despite all this progress,
I think that Los Angeles doesn’t need a team at
all! Los Angeles is the biggest football city and
a team hasn’t played a down on this soil since
the mid 90s. Why is L.A. the biggest football
city? Well, simply because everyone seems to
go for a different team here. Without a team in
the city, no one is forced to be chained to the
local team. Everyone has a team whether they
play in the same state or across the country, but
everyone follows a team because, well, they
just like that team!
Yes! I do admit if the Raiders, my
beloved team since childhood, arrive to L.A. to
stay. I won’t protest it. I will be overwhelmed
with joy as a matter of fact. Call me a hypocrite,
I don’t care. If the Raiders don’t come back,
and neither does any other franchise, I think it
won’t be as satisfying, but it will definitely be
satisfying and I think many football fans in L.A.
would agree if they thought things through.

in Utah. The focus of the project is to plant crops
on the roadsides of highways so they can be
used to produce biodiesel. They believe that 10
million acres on non-traditional agronomic lands
are available to grow about 1 billion gallons
of biodiesel feedstock. Its also important to at
least think of a switch to biodiesel, because of
“Peak Oil” (which means a necessary global oil
production); our economies are totally dependent
on oil. In order for economic progress, we need
to grow and in order to grow we of course need
some type of oil, preferably cheap oil. 80-95% of
all transport is fuelled by oil products. Imagine
if everyone in the world
switched over to some sort
of biofuel, how clean the air
would get, and how better
off the world will be. But
of course like everything
else biodiesel does have its
downsides, It’s potentially
higher in nitrogen oxide (by
10% and a major component
of smog) emissions. It’s
not just that; if the demand for biofuels rose, it
would require the conversion of all the worlds
remaining forests and open land to agricultural
land, and will ultimately raise the price of
food. This economy can’t withstand anything,
especially food prices going up.
Society needs to think beyond biodiesel
even. The best way to help the demand for oil go
down and that is even cleaner than biodiesel is,
pedestrian power, and pedal power.

Early Educational
Sturggles for Boys

by Teresa Hernandez
Did you know almost one in five boys
struggle to write their own name at the age
of five? Recent studies “reveal that 28.4%
of boys on free school meals (FSM) – a
measure of poverty – cannot write their
names by the age of five, compared with
one in six poor girls.” Does that mean girls
are smarter than boys? Not necessarily,
but intellectually boys mature slower than
girls. Isn’t it weird that 5 year old boys can
say their names but can’t spell it out? Many
children begin school at age five, because by
five most children have developed enough
independence and understanding to go to
school. Not every child at age 5 has develop
everything they need to know however;
some will be
more ready
than others
to be away
from their
parents and
to make
relationships
with people
outside the family. “The worrying statistics,
published by the Department for Education
for 2011, show how many five-year-olds
are achieving specific early learning ‘goals’,
including social skills, literacy and numeracy
and emotional development.” In this case it
is not good enough that more than two out
of five children start school without the solid
foundation they need to succeed and that
boys continue to lag behind girls. All children
develop differently; sometimes girls are just
smarter than boys and that is just the way
things are.
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Astrological
Horoscopes
by Anyssa Staine

Aries:

March21 – April 19

November 2011
about it, emotions run strong in you which
make you an understanding, sensitive
person. Also your sympathy and empathy for
those around you makes you a loveable
person to be around. Above all, you are highly
devoted to those whom you care for. Let no
one sink your ship, in other words, do not let
anyone get to you or bring you down.

Leo:

July 23 – August 22

Congratulations! You’re the first sign in the zodiac
chart. Do you feel excited? Maybe like dancing?
You should, because you’re very energetic.
Although sometimes all that energy may result in
something violent so be sure to know your limits
and not get too carried away. Rejoice and be
proud to know that almost nothing can hold you
back. There are times when you can be curious,
lively, quick, and/or competitive. Remember not
to worry, this is a good thing. Why are these traits
a good thing? They are the key to what makes you
who you are. You are the event starter, and the life
of it. When someone’s throwing a party, needs
ideas for a creative project, or maybe even needs

Fierce, dramatic, and highly irresistible, you
never go unnoticed when entering a room.
Everyone has to look around when they hear
the roar of a lion right? You’re very outgoing
and creative, and just like the lion in you, your
imagination runs wild! Be warned, your
charming personality may get you caught in
the hands of a hunter. So stay put in the lions’
den until night rolls around. Happy hunting!

some cheering up, guess who they’re calling.

Are you an angel sent from heaven? Is your
heart made out of pure gold? Why do these
silly questions come to mind? You are as
sweet and caring as if a mother were holding
her new born child. Pay close attention to
your eye for detail and do not take your eyes
off of it. Be careful though, your eye for detail
may turn you into a perfectionist and no one
is perfect. Just like your heart, you’re never
missing a single beat. Thanks to the delicate
and gentle traits engraved in you, violence
will never be the answer in your eyes, as it
shouldn’t. After all, your sign does symbolize
the virgin, pure as they come.

Taurus:

April 20 – May 20

Hard work all day but limited time for play, who
are you going to call? Call a Taurus! You are a
strong and dependable leader when it comes to
handling business. Don’t you simply fall in love
with the little precious joys in life? Especially
when it comes to those tiny material things that
may or may not be taken for granted. Are you a
touchy person, possibly not? Although, you
welcome those you haven’t seen in ages with open
arms and a welcoming attitude. Praise the fact
that you have stability in your life and never try
to get rid of it. Remember, you are the most
reliable zodiac in this chart and everyone needs
someone who has a good head on their shoulders.
The next time you’re working on that extra hard
assignment; do not be afraid to get a little
creative. You have a keen eye when it comes to
creative tasks and hands built for a professional
worker. With that said, what are you waiting for?
Get to work!

Gemini:

May 21 – June 20

All you want is fun, fun, fun! If your mood gets
ruined then the others must run, run, run!
Especially when you are present! When
meeting someone new are you often acting
like yourself, or maybe even someone else?
The answer is both, but why? Because you
have a pair of twins in you, and when you
meet someone new or anyone at all, they are
unaware of which one they may come face to
face with. Could it be your sweet side, or your
evil side? Only you know but do not let this
get the best of you. You are quick-witted and
highly expressive when both sides collide.
Also, you are highly able to get used to the
rules which makes you a great person to be
around. Not everyone loves a rule breaker
you know. On one hand you can be outgoing,
flirtatious, and reveal great social skills. On
the other hand, you may find yourself
restless, serious, unable to make decisions,
and greatly contemplative. Oh, but this is
okay no matter who you are today, no one will
ever dare step up to you. Most importantly, no
one will ever be bored with you around, so
you know what that means. Party!

Cancer:

Virgo:

August 23 – September 22

Libra:

September 23 – October 22

Thank goodness for the scale, or else
everything would be out of balance, as. As
would you if you weren’t so responsible.
Embrace the safe side within you and never
let it go! As a Libra, you are the leader when it
comes to serious conflicts. You are truly all
about peace and very appropriate, or mature,
in almost any situation. Sometimes you love
being alone, and having that personal space
to think about your goals in life, or just break
free from the real world. When you meet
someone you can relate to on a personal
level do not let go of that relationship just yet!
It may be intimidating at first but with your
winning personality and cooperative style
everything will go swimmingly. All’s well that
ends well right?

Scorpio:

October 23 – November 21

Keep it cool man, just keep be cool and
everything will be alright. Be very grateful that
you’re able to keep your emotions controlled.
You’re a very mellow person, very passionate
and determined when it comes to dedicating
yourself to something you love to do.
Remember, you may not be a very
outspoken, or emotional person but you are a
professional when it comes to hiding things.
Sooner or later you will reveal the truth within
because what’s done in the dark always
comes to the light. Due to your sharp intuition,
you may find yourself becoming aware of
almost everything that happens around you. It
may seem like a bad thing, fear not, it is only
a mere trait that also strengthens the
excellent leader you will soon set out to be.
When it comes to resourcefulness, the
scorpion dominates all. Scorpions weren’t put
in the desert for nothing, right?

June 21 – July 22

Do not be afraid if no one understands you;
you can be one of the most challenging
zodiac signs to understand. Do not worry

Sagittarius:

November 22 – December 21

Point the arrow, shoot it in any direction, and
follow where ever it may land. You are
inquisitive, very energetic, and always on the
go! Your love for travel will consume you one
day. Going on a road trip? No problem, live
for today and worry for tomorrow. You are
philosophical and have a very wide open
mind when it comes to your outlook on life.
Sitting around maybe trying to figure out your
purpose in life? Whether it may be drama,
stress, or unsolvable conflicts, you may be
blue, but deep inside you there will still
always be a spark to light the happiness and
burn the frown right off of your face. Perhaps
it is the enthusiasm inside you telling you to
lighten up about the situation? Or maybe the
sudden burst of energy you can never get rid
of, ever! Whatever the case may be holding a
grudge is not an option. However, change will
always be, and constant changes are what
keep you going, especially experimenting.
Which direction are you pointing your bow
and arrow next?

Capricorn:

December 22 – January 19

Hey there! Did you know that you’re a
professional in almost anything you put your
mind to? Way to go! Also, traditional customs
never leave your side. Wherever you may go,
they will always be sewed into your mind. You
are the most serious minded among all the
zodiac signs, so when something is to be
done, you get right on it no questions asked,
no ands, if’s , or buts’ about it. Feeling
independent all the time? You better be,
independence is a sure thing when it comes
to who you are. Independence is what made
you a Capricorn so take the horns seriously;
they are not to be tampered with.

Aquarius:

January 20 – February 18

We all need water to survive on this earth.
However, if there is a split somewhere down
the river, the direction of the water will flow in
two different paths. One side flows smooth
with ease as the other may be rapid and
create waves. Translation, you are either one
or the other. You can be shy and quiet, or just
plain loud and energetic. Neither matter of
course because either way you will still be
highly intellectual. Also, judgment will never
ever cross your mind when it comes to an
argument. You will most likely try to see the
problem from the other person’s point of view
avoiding any type of judgment what so ever.
Solving problems are not so hard when the
time comes. Often finding breaks to
rejuvenate yourself? Enjoy it, let your
imagination expand, let your ideas come to
life, free yourself and run wild because once
you stop the flow of the river, how will you
survive without water?

Pisces:

February 19 – March 20

Understanding, gentle, and affectionate, all this
makes up who you are inside but most importantly
you are easy going. You’re willing to go with the
flow just like fish within a river gracefully
swimming wherever the current takes it. You are
able to get along with almost anyone and will
always accept someone for who they are. When
you act most comfortable around those around
you, so will they. Although you may be great at
social skills, this doesn’t mean everyone will
follow your orders. Do not try to be a leader; you
might end up in the fisher’s net. Not to worry
though, with your strong and vibrant presence you
are most likely to be able to accomplish anything.
Flow with current, but be aware of where it takes
you.
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Skyrim vs. Assasins Creed
By: Anyssa Staine

In recent gaming and
entertainment news, two new
video games seemed to have hit
the gamer world as we know it.
These two games have created
excitement between those who
enjoy a third person, raw action
adventures, and those who are
more the fantasy adventurous
type. The new offline single
player RPG known as Skyrim
recently hit the shelves of all
local stores such as GameStop,
Wal-Mart, target, etc. The
same goes for Assassins Creed
Revelations, a third person,
blood splattering game also
released in said listed stores.
Although both games have been
desperately awaited by dedicated
players, which one ranks most
played/enjoyed? I’m pretty sure
those of you out there would
know which game dominates this
season.
First off let’s cover Skyrim,
a fancy new RPG developed
by Bethesda Game Studios
and published by Bethesda
Softworks. Skyrim was released
this November on the day of
what everyone refers to as “The
day of Many Wishes”, 11-11-11. Skyrim is
available to play for Microsoft Windows,
Play Station 3, and Xbox 360. This is the
fifth installment added onto the train of
series that Skyrim has to offer, which earns
its title as “The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim”.
Skyrim has many features to offer such as its
character customization, realistic graphics, and
surprising ambush attacks from enemies that
will have your heart pumping and adrenaline
rushing through your veins as if you were
watching the most terrifying horror movie
made in this universe!
Okay, maybe not surprising, but they
will have you at hello. This game also includes
three main races known as human, elves, and
beasts. Humans and elves have 4 sub races,
while the beasts only have two. You do have
the option to play as male or female, however
each class in the game are technically race
locked, meaning each individual race does
better in a specific class. Skyrim also allows
you to explore the world within the game
while following quests, leveling up, and
recruiting other characters to form a party,
so you’re pretty much molding your story
making decisions as if you were actually there.
Seth Schiesel
from the New
York Times
stated in his
review “When
it comes to
offline singleplayer games,
no recent title
will draw players in for hundreds of hours
as readily as Skyrim. Plenty of games
promise to let you unleash your inner allconquering hero (or antihero), endowed
with the power to shape both your own epic
destiny and the fate of the world. Almost
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none deliver on that promise as thoroughly
as Skyrim.”
Fellow players of the game from www.
metacritic.com also have some wonderful

well as used by Ezio, who can now craft 300
different varieties of disposable bombs for
his use. A new multiplayer mode was added
to the game as well. Also new weapons are
included, for example a new
item called the “Hookblade”.
The Hookblade can be used
to zipline across the city or
grab enemies to pull them
in for an extreme combo
attack. Changes to the main
character Ezio have been
included as well. Also the
setting has been changed to
a more renaissance medieval
theme. More areas, such as
towns, have been expanded
for more exploration. Last
but not least a new feature
was added to the game
known as “Dali-Esque”, first
person platforming missions
can now be played as well,
just to change it up for those
who like to play as first
person.
Chad Sapieha from www.
thegolbeandmail.com had the
following to say about ACR:
“Assassin’s Creed has helped

define the current generation of
interactive entertainment. The
series’ consistently marvelous
recreation of historic cities has
set new benchmarks in virtual
world design, and its twisty,
time-hopping narrative remains
one of the most ambitious
ever conceived for the world of

statements to share about their experience
while playing Skyrim. Here are a few:
“This game is amazing. I am almost 30 hours in and

feel like I just started the game. Around every corner is
something a little more exciting.”
“No other game I know of operates with this many moving
parts to create such an immense world filled with this much
choice in how you engage its excellent, endless fiction. It’s
one thing when a game offers dozens of hours of gameplay;
it’s quite another when that gameplay is good enough you’ll
want to live in its world for that long.”
“In its worst moments Skyrim stumbles over its confused
artificial intelligence, shutting itself down and its half-done
inventory system. In its best ones Skyrim is the king of the
new age of the genre.”

Based on what I’ve heard so far Skyrim seems
to be worth every penny well earned. So in
my opinion Skyrim earns its rank as number
11 according to www.IGN.com for the “20
biggest games of fall”.
Next up on the top 20 gamer list is
Assassins creed Revelations, developed and
published by Ubisoft Montreal. This well
enjoyed third person action adventure was
released on November 15th 2011. For now
Assassins Creed only plays for Xbox 360 and
Play Station 3. However there is a version for
Microsoft Windows, although the release date
for Microsoft will be released December 2nd
of 2011. AC Revelations is one of the games
which follow the continued series.
ACR is set in the age of renaissance; you
will play as three main protagonists Ezio,
Altair, and Desmond. The goal of the game,
playing as Ezio, is to track down five seals
which will allow him to access an important
artifact in a place known as Masyaf. Each seal
originally belonged to Altair. Now Ezio must
retrieve them in order to get back.
Besides this highly interesting plot, and its
epic gameplay, Assassins Creed Revelations
also has new features to make it more
enjoyable. Bombs can now be created as

games.”

A few regular players of the game from www.
metacritic.com had a few statements to make
as well:
“It’s an incredibly big game - the amount of secrets, side
missions or challenges can be overwhelming even for an
experienced fan of the series. What is surprising is a very
high quality of almost all these elements. Beginning with
an engrossing storyline, ending with a well done system of
making your own grenades. With a project of that scale it
was hard to be perfect - defending your hideouts could be

made better and long loading screens can frustrate a little.”

“Revelations closes the Assassin’s Creed journey with a

familiar looking videogame, but with a new iteration so epic
and amazing as you might expect. It’s a worthy end for the
first volume of the series.”

Assassins Creed Revelations has landed
itself as number 16 for “The 20 Biggest
Games of fall”, again results shown from
www.IGN.com. The question is, are you
ready to take on the numerous epic quests,
and raw action
filled adventure in
order to help Ezio
achieve his main
goal? Are you
willing and brave
enough to help him
do so? We’ll you’ll just have to find out for
yourself once you play the game.
Above all, it looks like The Elder Scrolls V:
Skyrim takes the cake as most dominating
game for this season. What better feeling is
there to have than looting your enemies of
their armor, or bringing home a dragons head
for mother this holiday season? You’ve read
it here folks, get out there and pick up a copy,
buy it, gift it, re-sell it, I don’t care!, As long
as you take the time out to play this game. Do
whatever you can to get your hands on this
game, please do not steal or pirate this game,
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Gay Marriage In New York
On June 24 2011 The Marriage
Equality Act was passed in New York
legalizing gay marriage; it was passed by
a majority vote of 33 to 29 and signed by
Governor Andrew Cuomo. The bill made
New York the sixth and largest state in the
U.S to legalize gay marriage and gives samesex couples the legal rights and privileges to
marriage as a heterosexual couple would have.
An exemption was written into the
bill, however, stating that if a religious
organization opposed to marrying a same-sex
couple then they have the right not to perform
the ceremony. This was due to actions from
the National Organization for Marriage a
group that was formed to “protect traditional
marriage” and prevent homosexuals from
getting married or adopting children. They also
contributed 1.8 million dollars in support of the
Prop 8 bill in California back in 2008.
It was estimated that 21,000 gay
couples would be married within the first
three years of the bill passing and 42,000 gay
couples will travel outside of their state to
become legally married in New York. Almost
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BOTTLED
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Bottled water is always seen as clean,
pure, water, when in fact, it’s no better than tap
water, and “You’re spending more per gallon
than you would on gasoline for this thing
that you can get out of the tap virtually for
free.” Only a fraction of the money you pay for
the water bottle actually goes to the water;
the rest of it goes to things such as bottling,
packaging, shipping, marketing, retailing, other
expenses, and profit. The illusion that major
companies put on us is extraordinary, leading
us to believe that their water is better than the
one we can get at home. 40% of the water in the
bottled is purified tap water. Some companies
even add chlorine to their water to clean it.
More than 25% of their water comes from a
public source, meaning it’s the same type of
water that you get out of your faucet.
Most people look at a water bottle and
think nothing of it, its water inside a plastic
bottle, so what? Little do people know that
inside that plastic is the chemical Bisphenol
A or BPA, known to cause breast cancer,
miscarriages, and testicular cancer. People don’t
know this because the bottled water companies

Continues on page 13..

Cyber bullying
By Alexis De Stefano

instantaneous engagements were made all
across New York as homosexual couples can
finally have the dream wedding they have been
hoping for.
The Marriage requirements in New
York in order to get the license are that couples

Continues on page 5..

Teen pregnancy
By Alexis De Stefano
Did you know that as of 2008 there
were 434,758 live births from teen mothers
that range from the age of 15-19? According
to http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/fastats/ teenbrth.htm. As
of February of 2011 the Washington Post is
reporting a decline in teenage motherhood. It
has declined by eight percent. The rate is now
39.1 to every 1,000 teens. That’s reason to cheer
right? Not quite. The rates are still high and
seeing a pregnant teen is a common occurrence.
You can walk around campus and constantly
hearing people boasting about having sex or
you hear them worrying because they might
be pregnant. Most of the time what happens
to teenage parents is they drop out of school
because they simply can’t handle a baby as well
as their school work. So what can be done to
stop this serious problem? I think a great way

Continues on page 3...

Cyber bully is as common as watching
TV but the problem is most students
aren’t informed about the actual
statistics of the problem. One million
adolescents were harassed, threatened,
or other forms of cyber bullying on
Facebook alone. There are many
examples of cyber bullying such as:
sending mean messages or threatening
messages to another person, spreading
rumors about someone online or
through text message, posting harmful
or threatening messages, hacking
someone’s account and sending mean
or harmful messages to someone else,
and also pretending to be someone
you are not. Cyber bullying can lead

Continues on page 4...
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Pros and Cons
of Abortion

by Amber Summerville

There are a few reasons why abortion
can be a good thing. But there is an equal
amount of reasons to why abortion is a wrong
way to go. Most teens who have abortions
don’t want the life that they already have to
be affected. They don’t have the time or the
right resources to be a good parent, meaning
they would have to drop out of high school or
drop all the other things that they would have
liked to do. They might not have the resources,
unless they have a person to go to for help with
the baby and all of the medical expenses. Most
people would be stuck when handling a kid
because they wouldn’t know what to do. Other
reasons can be the person they are with either
threatens to leave them or they do leave the
person alone and scared.

Continues on page 8..
It’s an Odd Future
By Vernice Morris

Bringing a new style of aggression,
boldness, and pure randomness to hip hop
comes the collective group Odd Future Wolf
Gang Kill Them All or simply abbreviated as
OFWGKTA. Based out of Los Angeles, the
group consists of the rappers, Tyler The Creator,
Hodgy Beats, Mike G, Domo Genesis, Frank
Ocean & Earl Sweatshirt, who is currently
absent from the group due to personal matters.
Other members include Left Brain, Syd the Kid,
Jasper Dolphin and Taco. Known for their wild
behavior, use of dark lyricism & promoting
skating culture, these young musicians are
breathing life back into hip hop.
Leader of the group Tyler the Creator
is not only a rapper, but also produces for the
group as well, he is known for his albums
“Bastard”, “Goblin” and his latest album
“Wolf” which is due for release in 2012.
His lyrics are noted as being controversial
yet paint a vivid picture, as he expresses his
darker thoughts. Tyler’s use of dark metaphors,
rebellious nature and dream believing attitude
makes him well worth the listen. He’s
considered to be the most outgoing of members
and the defiant star of the group. His future
looks the brightest, as he looks towards success.
Hodgy Beats, the member who would
lift OFWGKTA off the ground, would be
the one to meet producer Syd the Kid who is
also Taco’s sister. Hodgy would be the one to
introduce Tyler and Syd which would bridge
into the group’s beginnings. Exclusively he
uses her beats, as her sound brings forth his
style. Hodgy is also part of the musical duo,
MellowHype along with another producer Left
Brain. He can most likely be heard performing
the hook, chorus or simply being the front man
of the group. Metaphorically proving the name
of the group as his rapping flow goes from calm
to excited quickly as shown in his single “64”.
Similar to Hodgy’s mellow style is
Mike G, accompanied with a smooth flow, an
arsenal of metaphors, punch lines and an array
of cultural references. Mike G along with
Domo Genesis may be the most underrated of
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